
 
 

Registration Form for The International Art Exhibition on 

“The 15th” 

 

Artist’s Name Gender Nationality Artist’s Photo 

Wichai Yothawong 

 
Male Thai 

 

 
 

Affiliation (If any) Affiliation's Logo (If any) 

 

 

Sripatum University 

 

 

 
 

Biography (less than 200words) National Flag 

Date of Birth: 11 October, BKK  

Education:  

- Bachelor of Arts in Sculpture, Faculty of Painting, Silpakorn University 

2001 

- Master of Arts Sculpture Department, Silpakorn University 2007 

 

 
 

Artwork Title Technique 
Size 

(cm/mm) 
Artwork on exhibit 

what remains 

 

Digital Collage 

 

42*29.7 cm 

 Original Artwork 

 Print 

 

Description of Work (less than 200 words) Artwork’s Picture 

http://alumni.spu.ac.th/page.cfm?mode=Registration&parentID=CAT0000003&categoryID=CAT0000051&filepage=index1changeinfo


Creativity in the set “What Remains” is a presentation of the concept of 

art, creating works related to the transience of life in life. The end of a 

person's life is death that will be encountered. and stories about the world 

after death contained in the teachings of various religions From our own 

actions or karma Regarding the belief in the world after death, I used an 

example from the teachings of Buddhism. This concept is expressed 

through natural shapes such as flowers and leaves. sky and water Or even 

the shape of a human being that comes from a created puppet that I want 

to show the state of existence or that is not real by using Techniques for 

making digital collages, computer programs To display a picture showing 

the condition At. A place or shape that exists or may not actually exist. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Please send the following documents to b.bunchoo@yahoo.com  

by November 30th, 2023: 

 

1) Registration Form 

2) Your Personal Photo (min. 1MB) 

3) Affiliation's Logo (If any) (min. 1MB) 

4) Your Country’s National Flag photo (min.1MB) 

5) Artwork’s Picture (Only 1 picture; min. 350dpi; min.5MB; min.) 

 

* All pictures must meet the publication requirement; in JPG format;  

named as “artist name+country+artwork title”;  

email subject must be “artist name+country+artwork title”;  

 

All artists are allowed to submit only 1 piece of artwork. 

 



Applications submitted with insufficient documents will not be considered. 

Thank you for your interest in The International Art Exhibition on “The 15th Great 

Oriental Art Exhibition” 

 


